Printing with MAC

Choosing a printer

The Canon printers located in PZ are iR-ADV C5235 type printers.
The printers can do color prints, duplex, A3, sort and staple.

Addresses:

- **PZ 815**  europa08.inf.uni-konstanz.de  134.34.226.242
- **PZ 914**  europa09.inf.uni-konstanz.de  134.34.226.243
- **PZ 1015** europa10.inf.uni-konstanz.de  134.34.226.244
- **Z 702**   europa02.inf.uni-konstanz.de  134.34.224.197

In order to use the Canon printer a current printer driver has to be installed from the Canon webpage.

Prerequisites: The computer must be in the same subnet as the printer.